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1. Introduction
Artificial polycrystalline nuclear grade graphite is used for structural components
as well as neutron moderators in nuclear reactors. South Africa is currently
developing a Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR), which is a high temperature
helium gas cooled reactor, based on earlier German experiences [1]. The core of
this reactor type is composed of many graphite brick like components, which
serve as both an inner and outer reflector and a passive heat transfer medium.
Internal shrinkage, changes induced by irradiation and thermal stresses generated
during operation may lead to crack initiation in the brittle graphite from keyway
corners and other discontinuities. The structural integrity of the graphite, best
assessed by the fracture mechanics methodology, plays in important role as any
damage or cracking could leak heat or radiation to the core barrel and the outer
pressure vessel shell, which may result in unsatisfactory consequences.
Although many artificial graphites do not perfectly satisfy the conditions of linear
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), early fracture mechanics of artificial graphite,
such as the nuclear grade graphite, has been conducted on a linear elastic
hypothesis by using the critical stress intensity factor KIc and the critical strain
energy release rate GIc [2][3]. There is some concern, however, as large deviations
in results [4] and non linearity has been reported [5]. These are explained by
extensive micro cracking and irreversible slip deformation along the basal planes
of graphite crystallites [2][6]. Such inelastic micro cracking and plastic slippage
cause marked non linearity. Attempts have been made to account for this non
linearity in the load-displacement relation of graphite. Sakai et al [5] used an
energy principle, where they used chevron notch (CN) compact tensile specimens
on isotropic fine grain size polycrystalline graphite, IG-11. They measured the
nonlinear elastic-plastic fracture parameters under loading and unloading of the
specimen. Their results found that about 38% of the total fracture energy was
consumed as “plastic” energy and concluded that for zero plastic energy
dissipation the fracture parameters converge to a lower limit of 73 J/m2, which
equates to a fracture toughness of 0.27 MPa√m. Similarly, Shi et al [7] attempted
a fracture analysis using sandwiched three point bending specimens and
determined the fracture toughness as 1.2 MPa√m for IG-110 nuclear grade
graphite. They reported that the test sandwich configuration enabled stable crack
growth to occur, allowing for optical imaging to determine accurately the length
of the extending crack.
The Double Torsion Beam (DTB) configuration may be used for fracture and
slow crack growth characteristics of highly brittle materials. The technique was
first introduced by Outwater and Gerry [8] and Kies and Clark [9] in the late
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1960’s. The development of DTB technique for various materials have been
addressed in several different investigations such as, Evans [10], William and
Evans [11], Outwater and Murphy [12], Mc Kinney and Smith [13], Virkar and
Johnson [14], Trantina [15], Fuller [16], Pletka and Fuller [17], amongst others,
and the DTB method has been reviewed by Tait et al [18] and Shyam [19].
Corrections to the technique were proposed by Leevers et al [20][21][22],
Chevalier et al [23] and Ciccotti et al.[24][25][26][27]. In the last forty years, the
double-torsion test has been extensively used in the evaluation of the relation
between stress intensity factor, KI, and crack velocity, V, during sub critical crack
growth assuming LEFM conditions. The DTB technique allows for stable
controlled crack growth and for relatively large stable crack extensions (up to
75mm for a specimen of 150mm length), unlike sandwiched bending specimens
where crack extension is seldom longer than 1-2mm [7]. However, the DTB
technique is yet to be standardized, with some concern over the assumption of a
constant K regime, and as it stands momentarily, there has been limited
application of the technique to linear elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (LEPFM).
This paper utilises DTB specimens of nuclear graphite in an attempt to generate
useful fracture toughness and crack velocity V vs. stress intensity K
characterisation information.
2. The Double Torsion Beam technique
The DTB specimen comprises a rectangular thin plate supported in four point
bending at one end. The specimen is considered as two separate halves, which,
when loaded, result in a torsional deformation or twist of each half through an
angle θ between which the crack propagates. The two specimen halves deform
independently around the crack section. A schematic diagram of the DTB
specimen is shown in Fig. 1, where: a is the crack length, ao the notch length, Wm
the applied moment arm due to load P with deflection y at the load points. In its
simplest form the specimen has dimensions: length L, width W and thickness d.

Fig. 1: The Double Torsion Beam (DTB) Specimen.
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The DTB has the unique feature of stable crack propagation at constant load,
which results in a constant stress intensity plateau over the middle half of the
specimen length, as a first approximation. The derivations of the stress intensity
KI, under the assumption of mode I, and crack velocity, take advantage of the
linear compliance relationship C, which was experimentally determined as,
1
where BE is the slope and DE is the y intercept.
The compliance relationship, under the assumption of LEFM, with use of the
Irwin expression in mode I crack opening, is used to solve for Gc and hence Kc.
The expression for KI is given below under the assumption of plane strain
2
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where
is the shear modulus,
is poisson’s ratio and
,
a thickness
correction factor [16]. BE is often calculated as the analytical stiffness by
3
/
. The fracture toughness may be calculated by substituting P with
the plateau load or critical load Pc in Eq. (2).
Similarly, the crack velocity may be calculated by the commonly used load
relaxation technique to obtain indirectly the sub-critical crack propagation
behaviour of brittle materials. According to this technique, a pre-cracked doubletorsion test specimen is loaded to below the expected fracture load (0.90–
0.95 Pc). The crosshead of the testing machine is then held at a fixed position and
the increase in compliance of the test specimen from sub-critical crack growth
leads to a relaxation of the load with time. The expression is used to determine
crack velocities
,

,
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where , and , are the initial or final load and crack lengths respectively. is
crack velocity averaging value, as the crack speed varies, due the curved crack
front profile, determined by Pollet and Burns [28]. Other techniques for slow
crack growth determination using the DTB technique include the constant
displacement technique and the constant load technique. Crack velocity-stress
intensity (VK) data is the plot of KI vs. V given by Eq. (2) and (3) respectively.
3. Experimental Details
The experimental procedure to determine the fracture toughness and slow crack
growth characteristics made use of the DTB technique. A DTB fixture was
specifically constructed to ensure straight controlled crack propagation, as ungrooved specimens were used. The loading machine was a Zwick screw driven
tensile/compressive testing machine using a 20kN load cell.
3.1. Specimen Details
The graphite used was artificial nuclear grade supplied by PBMR. The graphite
has a coarse structure (a grain size of typically 2mm) and of grade NVG10 and
exhibited distinct grain orientations or anisotropy due to the extrusion process of
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manufacture. Because of the anisotropy, specimens were machined so that crack
propagation was either parallel or perpendicular to the dominant grain direction.
Mechanical material properties were supplied by PBMR, where Young’s modulus
was assumed at 10GPa, tensile strength of 25MPa, Poisson’s ratio at 0.2 and the
shear modulus at 4 GPa.
The DTB specimen dimensions were length 150mm, width 50mm and thickness of
4.15mm. Each specimen was fitted with a starter notch of length of 20mm at a 45o
angle. The specimens were sliced from a large block supplied and machined to
shape on a CNC milling machine at the University’s workshop. Care was taken to
minimally stress the material so to avoid any prior damage to the specimens, and
also to ensure dimensional reliability.
3.2. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
For comparative purposes, KIc and GIc were evaluated for the graphite material. A
modified approach was employed, which is a numerical approach of Irwin’s
relationship, to solve for the toughness. As a constant load plateau is present in the
DTB specimen Irwin’s relationship may be numerically solved under the
assumption of LEFM by
4
where a1 and a2 represent the crack length measurements at C1 and C2 of the 1st
and 2nd unloading-loading curve, respectively. Fig. 2(a) presents a graphical
representation of the methodology discussed. Essentially this calculates the area
enclosed by the loading and unloading curves and if plotted against crack length
becomes similar to Albuquerque’s [29] methodology for R-curve behaviour for
LEFM. The modified technique was in good agreement with the original proposed
technique (Eq. (2)) for PMMA specimens tested. This modified technique allows
for the exclusion of many proposed corrections for the DTB technique.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of load P vs. load displacement y curve for (a) the modified
technique to determine the critical shear strain release rate Gc for LEFM (b) for
an elastic plastic body (LEPFM) for the evaluation if R, J and .Loading and
unloading paths are shown as ↑ and ↓ respectively.
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Furthermore an attempt was made to characterize slow crack growth data of
nuclear graphite. Using Eq.s (2) and (3) VK data were determined using the load
relaxations and constant displacement rate techniques.
3.3. Linear Elastic-Plastic Fracture Mechanics
The assumption that nuclear graphite indeed experiences some irreversible energy
dissipation was verified by Sakai et al [30], where they showed that the loading
and unloading curves for CN graphite specimens did not coincide, which leads to
the hypothesis of LEPFM. Sakai et al used an approach for the determination of
LEPFM fracture parameters, where the assumption is that some plastic
deformations significantly contribute to Griffiths modified energy balance, where
the net change of work input, ∆W, relates to the change of internal elastic energy
∆Ue, the change of internal plastic energy ∆Up and the change in surface energy
∆Uγ caused by the extension of the crack.
∆
∆
∆
∆
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Their empirical, graphical method for determining the non linear fracture
toughness parameters, R (crack resistance), J (the J integral) and
(plastic
energy dissipation rate), as a function of advancing crack lengths, was done by
means of calculating the areas under the load displacement curve. This technique
made use of cyclic loading and unloading where the empirical values for R, J and
are estimated experimentally as the areas between the loading and unloading
curves.
According to Sakai the area ∆πR enclosed by BAED on Fig. 2(b) (∆πp and ∆πJ
combined) represents the total energy consumed by the extension of a crack by
area ∆A and if ∆A is to be small, this energy divided by ∆A is equivalent to the
crack growth resistance R. ∆A is simply estimated by ∆
∆
as the crack
front shape was shown to remain constant for the DTB specimen [10]
[14][16][17] [21][23].
∆
∆

∆
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By shifting the loading line ED of Fig. 2(b) to the left by the increment of plastic
deformation ∆πp (given as BE’), then the area ∆πR can be split into two distinct
portions, ∆πp and ∆πJ. Where ∆πp, enclosed by BE’ED, represents the energy
absorbed due to the formation of the plastic zone or for graphite the wake region.
Similarly, according to Sakai et al, the area ∆πJ, enclosed by BAE’, represents J,
as J is defined as the plastic elastic difference between the linear and nonlinear
elastic bodies with the same geometric variables except for the unity differences
in crack area [5].
∆
∆

∆
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∆

Similarly, we may define the energy dissipated due to plastic deformation by
∆
∆

∆
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∆

Additionally, it is worth noting that the ψwof, which is defined as the mean
external work which is consumed to produce a unit of fracture surface area during
quasi static failure by
5
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and provides useful nonlinear energy fracture toughness parameters, where S is
the total fracture area. It has been widely used to characterise the crack growth
resistance for complicated non-linear fractures such as those of refractory
composites [31][32].

Load P (N)

4. Results and Discussion
An example of a load-displacement curve obtained through application of loading
and unloading of the DTB of the current graphite material is shown in Fig. 3.
Crack length measurements were undertaken using a microscope mounted on a
travelling mechanism with an accuracy of 0.2mm. There is noticeable crack
jumping behaviour (Fig. 3), where the unstable crack growth is represented as a
sudden load drop. These load drops were found to be up to 9 percent and are
believed to account for large scatter in further VK results.
300
250
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0
0.25

0.75
1.25
Displacment y (mm)

1.75

Fig. 3: A standard load displacement curve in stroke control at a ramp rate of
4mm/min. Hysteresis and the offset in the load and unloading curve may be
associated with the irreversible energy dissipation process.
4.1. Compliance Relationship
The compliance relationship was found according to Eq. (1), where
1.35 10
/
and the theoretical and the experimental
3.59 10
compliance were in reasonable agreement.
4.2. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
The fracture toughness of the graphite was calculated according to Eq.4. The
critical strain release rate energy GIc was found and is given in Table 1.
The load relaxation technique in conjunction with the constant displacement
technique was used to determine VK characteristics. However, the crack jumping
behaviour, which is seen as unstable crack propagation, resulted in poor VK data.
Due to the coarse grain lattice of the graphite there were voids present and it is
believed that during relaxation the crack proceeded to propagate steadily until the
crack encountered a void in the grain lattice which blunted the crack tip and
resulted in a sudden stop. Fig.4(a) of the load relaxation curve is shown to
demonstrate this.
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Despite this material shortcoming, an attempt was made to solve for the VK data
from the short relaxation period. The results are shown in Fig. 4 (b) for crack
propagation perpendicular and parallel to the preferred grain direction.
The constant displacement rate technique indicated that the load relaxation is
flawed as the data points do not coincide. However the constant displacement rate
technique also proved inadequate for similar reasons.
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Fig. 4: (a) Relaxation curve of determining vK data showing the specimen and the
background relaxation. Notice the quick arrest of the crack tip (<60seconds)
resulting in a very short relaxation period. (b)VK data (loglog scale) in the
parallel and perpendicular direction.
perpendicular (load relaxation),
perpendicular (constant displacement rate),
parallel (load relaxation),
parallel(constant displacement rate).
It may be concluded that the difference in KIc indicate that a higher crack
resistance exists in the parallel direction. However, in addition, the slow crack
growth data indicated that crack growth in the perpendicular direction is less
stable, hinting at comparably denser wake region, containing more micro
cracking. The methodology of the DTB, and generation of reliable VK data was
proven to be acceptable however, only in fine grain or continuous materials. For
Perspex (PMMA) excellent and consistent VK data were produced using this
methodology by Becker [33].
4.3. Linear Elastic-Plastic Fracture Mechanics
The rising R-curve behaviour was measured at various notch lengths of 20, 40 and
60mm (Fig. 5(a)).
It is believed that because the DTB specimen has a constant load plateau, Rcurves at various crack lengths may be plotted on the same crack extension scale.
The results are shown in Fig. 5(b).
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Large variance on crack extensions was noticed (up to 50%) together with a large
range in R readings (±20%). This is attributed to the crack jumping behaviour,
where for large crack extensions significantly less scatter is obtained. For this
reason only, tests with larger crack extension were undertaken.
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Fig. 5: (a) Typical R-curve behaviour determined by various crack extension.
Shown are the results for perpendicular crack propagation. (b) Combined Rcurve behaviour of perpendicular specimens at various crack extensions.
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Fig. 6: (a) Plot of J vs. crack length. Test conducted at 4mm/min, (b)Plasticity vs.
crack length of perpendicular and parallel specimens at various crack lengths.
Both were non pre-crack specimens.
The J value was found to reach a plateau value (Fig. 6(a)), which was expected
due to the characteristics of the DTB technique having a constant load plateau. If
a sufficiently fast crack speed was used (displacement rate of >4mm/min),
neglecting any kinetic and thermal effects, then J represents Jc. Results for Jc are
given in Table 1. There was no significant difference for the parallel and the
perpendicular direction indicating that Jc is the measure of fracture resistance of
the graphite material itself, excluding non linear “plasticity” affects.
The plot of plastic energy vs. crack length (Fig. 6(b)) shows the same plateau
region indicating that the wake zone remains constant once established.
Comparing the plateau area of the specimens which were cracked in the parallel
and the perpendicular direction, we may also conclude that the specimens in the
perpendicular direction experience larger plasticity effects (by 8%), explained by
8

either a larger or denser process zone, or both. Similar characteristics were also
observed in the R-curve behaviour for the perpendicular and the parallel cases.
Photographic evidence would be needed to make further conclusions on the wake
affect.

GIc (LEFM)
R (plateau value)
Jc (plateau value)
(plateau value)
γwof

Calculated energy (J/m2)
Parallel Perpendicular
450±40
480±55
460±40
490±50
225±30
230±30
200±50
250±50
450
480

Equivalent KIc assuming J=K2/E’ (MPa√m)
Parallel
Perpendicular
2.2±0.2
2.5±0.2
1.3±0.1
1.3±0.1
-

Table 1: Summary of recorded plateau values of the DTB technique. Note: good
correlations between γwof and R were achieved.
5. Discussion and Concluding Remarks
This DTB technique was successfully employed for the study of fracture
toughness and slow crack growth characterisation of nuclear graphite. The
technique was adapted for LEPFM for the measure of fracture characteristics of
highly brittle materials which experience so called non linear “plasticity” due to
micro cracking. The results of slow crack growth investigations are compromised
due to the large grain size effect, but it is believed that the technique may be
modified for the measure of crack growth in brittle materials which exhibit non
linearity.
The tests conducted in this work exhibit extensive micro cracking and crack
bridging can contribute up 50% in coarse grained NVG10 graphite, which is in
agreement with Sakai’s paper [5], where the elastic-plastic ratio was defined at
0.62 for fine grained graphite. There is some concern about the J values
determined, as the plane strain criterion was not satisfied and the derivation of the
J integral assumes plain strain conditions. Although relatively large scatter was
encountered, it is believed that the DTB technique can be used for reliable results
in nuclear graphite. It is also believed that finer grained graphite can produce
better results for VK studies and that slow crack growth data at slower speeds is
attainable.
Crack growth resistance curves for the non-linear fracture parameter R as a
function of crack length were measured in the parallel and perpendicular
direction. All of the curves show rising R-curve behaviour followed by a plateau
region where R seems independent of crack length. The initial rising part of the
curves was attributed to the development of crack bridges in the wake of the crack
front, while in the plateau region the crack bridging zone and the frontal process
zone ahead of the crack tip reached steady state values.
The technique proves useful due to its ability to generate stable crack growth over
the middle range at constant driving force. It is recommended that further research
be conducted on nuclear graphite using the DTB technique as it is believed that
this can contribute to the fracture and slow crack growth characterisation of
nuclear graphite.
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